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All links above may be dead in future! Download links are expires after two days. File Mirror also expires
fast! A: Open the registry editor and navigate to

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\DesktopIcon Delete the
Name of the folder as defined there and click OK This will delete the shortcuts to the folder. If you want to

keep the shortcut, go to
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Shell New Folder and

create a new blank string as name of the key and the path of the folder as value. Edit: You can also log off and
log back in after doing the above. The shortcuts will be recreated. { "name": "album-grid", "version": "1.2.4",

"homepage": "", "license": "MIT", "authors": [ "Alexis Dahian " ], "ignore": [ "**/.*", "node_modules",
"bower_components", "test", "tests" ] } Today, we talk to Brock Howell, a friend of the show whose work
we've featured before. But his new artwork has us speaking more about sports than we ever have before!

Brock is the creator of The Winter Soldier, an incredible series of highly detailed paintings that depict the
daily lives of the men and women in the U.S. military. We talk about the importance of art in the lives of

soldiers, the emotional toll of war and the life and death stakes that accompany each day in the field. "Because
the devastation of war is so painfully omnipresent, I find myself wanting to somehow have a leg up on the
experience of war," he writes on his site, "not in a war-is-not-realistic way, but more as a way to perhaps

cushion myself from the horrors of war... by portraying them artistically, they become actual works of art and
no longer real life." He tells a great story about how he lost his brother in combat and how a drawing of the
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